This paper provides an overview of the LOKI 2 encryption primitive which may be used to encrypt and decrypt a 64-bit block of data using a 64-bit key. The LOKI primitive may be used in any mode of operation currently defined for ISO DEA-1, with which it is interface compatible [AAA83]. Also described are two modes of operation of the LOKI primitive which compute a 64-bit, and 128-bit, Message Authentication Code (or hash value). These modes of operation may be used to provide authentication of a communications session, or of data files.
Introduction
This paper provides an overview of the LOKI 2 encryption primitive which may be used to encrypt and decrypt a 64-bit block of data using a 64-bit key. It has been developed as a result of work analysing the existing DEA-1, with the aim of designing a new family of encryption primitives [Bro89] , [BrS90a] , [BrS90b] , [PiF89] , [Pie90] , [Pie89] , [PiS89] . Its overall structure has a broad resemblance to DEA-1 (see Fig. 1 ), however the detailed structure has been designed to remove operations which impede analysis or hinder efficient implementation, but which do not add to the cryptographic security of the algorithm. The overall structure and the key schedule has been developed from the work done in [BrS90a] and [BrS90b] , whilst the design of the S-boxes was based on [Pie89] .
The LOKI primitive may be used in any mode of operation currently defined for ISO DEA-1, with which it is interface compatible [AAA83]. Also described are two modes of operation of the LOKI primitive which compute a 64-bit, and 128-bit, Message Authentication Code (or hash value) respectively, from an arbitrary length of message input. The modes of use are modifications of those described in [DaP89] , [Win83] , and [QuG90] .
The expansion function E takes a 32-bit input and produces a 48-bit output block, composed of four 12-bit blocks which form the inputs to four S-boxes in function f . Function E selects consecutive blocks of twelve bits as inputs to S-boxes S(4), S(3), S(2), and S(1) respectively, as follows:
This is shown in Table 1 in full. 
The row value r is used to select one of 16 S-functions Sfn r , which then take as input the column value c and produce an 8-bit output value. This is defined as:
[Eq.7] Sfn r = (c + r) e r mod gen r, in GF (2 8 ) where gen r is an irreducible polynomial in GF(2 8 ), and e r is the exponent used in forming the rth S-box. The generators and exponents to be used in the 16 S-functions Sfn r in the standard LOKI are specified in Table 2 .
The permutation function P provides diffusion of the outputs from the four S-boxes across the inputs of all S-boxes in the next round. It takes the 32-bit concatenated outputs from the S-boxes, and distributes them over all the inputs for the next round via a regular wire crossing which takes bits from the outputs of each S-box in turn, as defined in Table 3 .
Test Data
A single test triplet for the LOKI primitive is listed below.
# Single LOKI Certification triplet # data is saved as (key, plaintext, ciphertext) triplets # 5b5a57676a56676e 675a69675e5a6b5a 3c61fa7e2e99d048 
Additional Modes of Use
The LOKI primitive may also be used in any mode of operation currently defined for ISO DEA-1, with which it is interface compatible [AAA83]. In addition, two modes of use are defined using the LOKI primitive for the purpose of providing message authentication. The Single Block Hash (SBH) mode computes a 64-bit Message Authentication Code (MAC or hash value), from an arbitrary length of message input. The Double Block Hash (DBH) mode computes a 128-bit MAC from an arbitrary length of message input.
In the following definitions, the LOKI primitive used for encryption is denoted Y = EL K (X). That is, Y is a 64-bit block formed by encrypting input X using the LOKI primitive with key K .
Single Block Hash (SBH) Mode
The SBH mode is defined as follows. Data for which a hash is to be computed is divided into 64-bit blocks, the final block being padded with nulls if required. A 64-bit key is supplied, and is used as the initial hash value IV . For each message block M i : that block is added modulo 2 to the previous hash value to form a key. That key is used to encrypt the previous hash value. The encrypted value is added modulo 2 to the previous hash value to form the new hash value (see Fig 4) . The SBH code is the final hash value formed. This process may be summarised as:
The SBH mode is a variant of the Davies and Meyer hash function described in [DaP89] , [Win83] . The major extension is the addition modulo 2 of the previous hash value to the current message block before using it as key input to the LOKI primitive. This was desired to prevent weak keys being supplied to the primitive when the message data was constant.
If the Initialization Value is chosen not to be a weak key, then the chance of generating a weak key from a given message stream should be greatly reduced.
Double Block Hash (DBH) Mode
The DBH mode is defined as follows. Data for which a hash is to be computed is divided into pairs of 64-bit blocks M 2i+1 , M 2i+2 , the final block being padded with nulls if required. A 128-bit key is supplied, composed of two 64-bit blocks, which are used as the initial hash values IV −1 , IV 0 .
For each pair of message blocks M 2i+1 M 2i+2 , the following calculation is performed (see Fig 5) :
The DBH block is formed by concatenating the final two hash values as follows:
The DBH mode is derived from that proposed by Quisquater and Girault [QuG90] . Again it was extended by the addition modulo 2 of the previous hash value to the current message block before using it as key input to the LOKI primitive.
LOKI Figs 4, 5 here

Conclusion
The LOKI cryptographic primitive, and its associated modes of use for message authentication have been described. This algorithm is currently undergoing evaluation and testing by several parties.
INTRODUCTION
LOKI keys are 64-bit blocks, numbered as specified in section 2. These keys may be written in hexadecimal thus: hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, where h is one hex (4-bit) digit. All 64 bits of the key are used in the LOKI algorithm and contribute to the confusiondiffusion process. There is no concept of parity bits in the key. Valid keys may thus cover the range 0000000000000000 16 to ffffffffffffffff 16 . 
CHOICE OF KEYS
CONCLUSION
In brief, the keys to be avoided may be described as all keys of the form: hihihihijkjkjkjk 16 , h, i, j, k ε [0.
. f ]; that is where both the first four bytes are identical, and the second four bytes are also identical, and thus are very easy to test for and exclude. There are a total of 65536 (ie 2 16 ) keys to be avoided out of a total key space of 2 64 , a very small fraction of the available number of keys.
Appendix 2 -Dependency Analysis for the LOKI Primitive
To provide a measure of the effectiveness of the derived permutations, Meyer's analysis [Mey78] , [MeM82] of ciphertext dependence on key bits (CKdep) and plaintext bits (CPdep) was used in the design of the overall structure of LOKI. Briefly, following Meyer, this analysis may be described as follows. To provide a measure of the dependency of ciphertext bits on plaintext bits, a 64 * 64 array G a,b is formed. Each element G a,b (i, j) specifies a dependency of output bit X( j) on input bit X(i), between rounds a and b. The number of marked elements in G 0,r indicates the degree to which complete dependence was achieved by round r. Similarly, the dependency of ciphertext bits on key bits is measured by forming a 64 * 64 array F a,b , each element of which specifies a dependency of output bit X( j) on key bit K (i). Again, the number of marked elements in F 0,r will be examined to provide a profile of the degree of dependence achieved by round r. Details of the derivation of these matrices, and the means by which entries are propagated, may be found in [MeM82] . The matrices found for the LOKI primitive are listed below (x specifies message dependency, -specifies autoclave dependency, * specifies dependencies via both message and autoclave inputs):
LOKI CKdep Analysis
Round 1: None 3276, Msg 564, Autoclave 256, Both 0, Err 0 CKdep: 0.00,20.02 1 x 2
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